Puppy Raising

Five dogs on the Tulane campus this fall are in training as service dogs. With
students as their devoted tutors, the pups are destined for greatness helping
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people with disabilities.
by Sarah Netter
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Tulane last year called TUSTEP or Tulane University Service-Dog
Training and Education Program.
“Service dogs have ginormous impacts that people don’t really
think about,” said Kline, 20, as he updated TUSTEP’s Facebook page
from the mezzanine at the Lavin-Bernick Center.
Sporting his neon yellow and blue service-dog-in-training vest,
Kipper laid patiently at his feet. But mannerly as he may be, the
13-month-old puppy in him still sneaks through.
“Kipper. Stand,” Kline commanded when Kipper would yawn
and stretch out on the floor, rather than maintain the obedient
posture at Kline’s feet.

Future Graduates
Previous page
(left to right:)
Adam Kline with
Kipper, Darian
Hummel with
Archer, Jessica
Knierim and
Michelle Kreutzberg
with Dane, Nick
Meloro wth Pindell
and Leslie Howton
with Ava.
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Darian Hummel’s dorm room has all the trappings of a 19-year-old college student’s living
space—mismatched furniture, Brad Pitt mov- Life with Archer
ies, takeout menus posted on the fridge.
Archer snoozes while
And then there’s the dog crate in the hall- puppy raiser Darian
way. The leash by the door. The little black Hummel studies in her
bundle of cuteness that is the room’s de facto dorm room.
fourth roommate.
“Archer, don’t bite your tail! Quit! Archer!” Hummel admonished
her young charge. “He’s not supposed to chase his tail.”
Archer is a first-year student of sorts at Tulane University. In becoming Hummel’s sidekick around campus, he is in the first stages of
being trained to work as an assistance dog for Canine Companions for
Independence, a nonprofit organization that places trained dogs with
clients who have physical and developmental disabilities.
Canine Companions has put five puppies in the hands of Tulane
students in the last 18 months.
Archer arrived on campus along with his sister and littermate Ava
on Sept. 5—two roly-poly, 8-week-old Labrador/golden retriever puppies who didn’t know how to sit or stay, let alone the complex tasks
that will someday be their hallmark as assistance dogs.
They joined Kipper and Pindell, the two dogs that made up the
inaugural puppy class when they came to campus last fall. And just
after Archer and Ava settled in, a fifth puppy named Dane moved in
on Sept. 24.
The students assigned to the five dogs—all Tulane undergraduates—are responsible for raising the young, untrained puppies to become model canine citizens. After 16 to 18 months with their puppy
raisers, the dogs will go on to work with professional handlers before
they are placed with their new families.
Kipper and his puppy raiser, Adam Kline, have become a fixture
around campus. Kline, a junior public health major from Lexington, Kentucky, started the new registered student organization at

Puppy University
Kline first considered starting a service dog–training program at
Tulane after seeing a similar program with a different nonprofit at
the University of Kentucky where his brother was a student.
In October 2012 he reached out to LeAnn Siefferman, the puppy
program manager for Canine Companions’ southeast region, who
was enthusiastic about working with college students.
“They’re young and they have a lot of energy—that’s helpful,”
Siefferman said of the student puppy raisers.
Tulane is one of three universities in the country to have registered
student organizations affiliated with the Santa Rosa, California–based
Canine Companions. The other two are in Delaware and Virginia.
Tulane has around 100 people who have shown interest in TUSTEP.
“The students at Tulane are already of a certain caliber,”
Siefferman said, “so we’re getting some very accomplished, very
capable applicants.”
Canine Companions looks for students with good grades and
leadership skills. The sheer volume of paperwork and legwork the
students need to undergo to get approved weeds out those who are
serious from those who are not.
Kline said he started by talking to people around campus—
students, faculty, staff. Were service dogs a good fit for a college
campus, even one as public service–oriented as Tulane University?
The answer was a resounding yes.
“I did the research on what training would be like,” he said. “A big
thing with it is socialization. And I knew students could potentially
be better than anyone else at socializing dogs.”
Kline’s first few months with Kipper on campus raised more than
a few eyebrows. Some people confronted him, not realizing he had
approval to bring Kipper along. Students routinely stopped them,
wanting to pet Kipper, not realizing that, as a puppy in training to
be a service dog, Kipper is not allowed to be cuddled by just anyone.
“I had some issues with people wanting to pet him,” Kline said.
“Actually, I still have that.”
Kipper goes where Kline goes. When they are in class, Kipper is on
the floor next to Kline’s feet or under a table. The only places Kipper
doesn’t go are to the gym and to Kline’s science labs, and that is out of
concern for the pup’s safety.
But that kind of freedom is earned. Raising an assistance dog from
infancy isn’t all puppy breath and cuddles. The young puppies can’t
immediately go to class. Canine Companions’ guidelines mandate
they stick to small groups of people for the first several months.
“It was basically like having a baby,” said Hummel, a sophomore
classical studies and digital design major from Mandeville, Louisiana.
“I haven’t gone out with my friends. I have no social life anymore.”
But that’s fine by her. Just two weeks after welcoming Archer
into her Aron Residences room that she shares with two roommates,
Hummel had fallen head over heels in puppy love.
“He’s like my child,” she said. “I think a lot of people just think
of him kind of as another dog. But I know he’s going to change
somebody’s life in addition to mine.”
Somebody like Mary Doyle.

‘Was nighttime. Two o’clock. A stroke.’
It was Nov. 11, 1999. Mary Doyle, then 34, had her 10-day-old son,
Sean, in her bedroom. Her husband, Stephen, and their oldest son
Anthony, not quite 2, were sleeping in a nearby room.
“A stroke. I have a headache,” Mary said, her speech halting but
clear. “Real bad, bad headache … Anthony and Stephen in the room
next door.”
By the time Mary was able to wake Stephen, the bleeding in her
brain had already caused her to do little more than point to their
newborn son on the bed. She had swaddled him and put him on the
bed, surrounded by pillows.
“She couldn’t sit so I laid her on the floor and started calling 911,
her parents, my parents,” Stephen said.
Mary was diagnosed with arteriovenous malformation, or AVM, a
tangled connection of blood vessels in the brain.

“The students
at Tulane are
already of a
certain caliber,
so we’re
getting some
very accomplished,
capable applicants.”
—LeAnn Siefferman,

program manager for Canine
Companions’ southeast region
The prognosis was not good. She underwent emergency, lifesaving surgery followed by a month in intensive care. Then, another two months in in-patient rehabilitation, learning to walk and
talk all over again.
“It’s like watching a kid with a little light bulb going off,” Stephen
said of watching his wife rediscover all she had once done with ease.
Mary, once a skilled computer manager, was left trapped by
aphasia—wanting to say something, but not making it able to
escape her lips.
“Writing, arithmetic. All gone,” she said.
They first looked into getting Mary a service dog after they were
forced to relocate following Hurricane Katrina. But the $16,000 to
$18,000 price tag of a trained service dog was out of reach.
“We couldn’t afford it,” Stephen said. “We had two boys, we were
still recovering from Katrina.”
Then on a 2008 trip to Disney World, the family saw a trio of Canine
Companions puppy raisers. They struck up a conversation and filed
an application.
Several months later, they welcomed Athlon to the family. There
was an adjustment period—it took Athlon about two months to learn
Mary’s halted commands. But watching the two together today is
pure magic.
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Top: Athlon pulls
a basket of laundry
for Mary Doyle
to fold.
Bottom: Athlon,
getting hugs from
Mary Doyle, is more
than a service dog.
He is a best friend.

When Mary rises from a chair, Athlon immediately gets up from
his bed to stand at her side, ready to work. And when she says the
wrong command—when she says “push” when she means “pull”—
Athlon always performs the task she wants, not the one she asked for.
When Mary drops a towel or the remote control, Athlon picks it up
and hands it to her.
Although, Mary pointed out with a smile, he does take noticeably
longer to pick up a dirty kitchen towel than a clean one, enjoying a
good sniff before he hands it over.
And Athlon’s service goes beyond opening drawers or pulling a
rope attached to the laundry basket to assist Mary with the wash.
He knows when she needs a friend. The stroke left Mary unable to
process loud and crowded spaces. It makes going to parties or school
events with the boys stressful on the whole family.
“Anxious,” she said. “I can’t deal.”
When she starts to struggle, Athlon is ready.
“The dog would just get up and put his head on her lap,” Stephen
said. “And then she would start petting him and everything else
around her would go away. It’s just her and Athlon.”
The Doyles brought Athlon to the Tulane uptown campus in the
fall to meet with students who were considering joining the puppyraising program.
“I think it’s amazing that these college students, while they’re at
that age, are willing to commit the time to train these puppies. It’s
awesome,” Stephen said.
For Mary, she wanted the students to know the gift Athlon has
given her.
“Companion. A companion … laying there and pet him,” she said,
mimicking how she strokes his back.
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High stakes for families in need
“That’s really why all of us are doing it,” Kline said after hearing
Mary’s message for him and his classmates.
“It’s what the real reason is. People who just want to have
dogs, that’s great. Nothing wrong with that,” he said. “But with
the rigor of training and everything, you really have to have that
underlying motivation.”
And the stakes are high.
The students not only work on basic manners, they are responsible for teaching the puppies commands that could stump even a
veteran dog owner.
“Under is a command used a lot. It basically teaches the dog to go
under a surface and be as small as possible,” Siefferman said.
There’s also “hurry”—that means the dog should go to the bathroom on command in any spot the handler chooses. Or “up” which
teaches the dog to rise on his or her hind legs so that the dog will
someday be able to retrieve cash or items at a checkout counter or
turn light switches on or off.
By the time the dogs leave Tulane, they are expected to have mastered 30 commands. Before they are assigned to a person for work,
they will have learned another 10 or so.
It costs about $60,000 to raise a service dog from breeding to
placement. Only about 45 percent of dogs that are bred to become
service dogs make it. The rest go on to other types of working jobs,
such as search and rescue, or are put on an adoption waiting list.
The students at Tulane know that their every move, every word,
every command is one step closer to their dogs graduating.
“I’m worried that he won’t perform well. I’m worried about his
success,” Hummel said, watching Archer blissfully snooze on the
floor. “It’s like my kid going off to college. Is he going to graduate?
I don’t know.”
But Hummel says she knows Archer is meant for greatness.
“I think he’s going to do big things.”
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Amazing Athlon

Class of 2015
Adam Kline
takes Kipper for a
walk on Tulane’s
uptown campus.
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